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1. Executive summary 
 
This section presents the main conclusions of the first evaluation of the different 
Liferay Portlets already developed and available in 
(http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/ and 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8081/web/guest/). The results from the testing have 
been organized in a set of tables. Each table summarizes the test outcomes of one 
tool and contains three parts: outcomes from the system functionalities tests, 
outcomes from the usability tests and outcomes from the loadability tests. The tables 
also reports the missing relations with other tools in the system observed during the 
evaluation. The missing relations will serve for the evaluation of the integrated 
environment in the ID2.19. 
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2. Methodology 
 
For the evaluation, we have followed the list of requirements for each of the Portlets 
defined in D4.1 (D 4.1 Evaluation Plan, http://hdl.handle.net/1820/684) and the 
scenarios described in ID4.7. This evaluation has been divided the in three main 
aspects: (1) The evaluation of the system functionalities, (2) the evaluation of the 
usability of the tools and (3) the evaluation of the loadability of each tool available.  
 
The functional testing of the Portlets consists on a set of tests run by two software 
experts from the TF15 team. The results of the testing show the main errors and 
faults of the system. They have been carefully collected in tables (see tables in 
section 3.1) including the observations and some comments to improve the system. 
There is a table for each of the tool that synthesizes and classifies the main 
outcomes reported in the Bugzilla (http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/) and the main 
usability tests.  
 
Functional testing 
In order to provide a complete analysis of all the system functionalities it has been 
developed a Unit and an Integration tests. The Unit testing searches for defects in, 
and verifies the functioning of software that is separately stable. It has been run by a 
software expert different from the developer. The Integration testing consist in 
verifying if the units work evaluated in the Unit testing are correctly integrated and 
related among them: interfaces between units, complete processing chain and 
relation controls within the system including several modules and /or in combination 
with database. It has been also performed a test of the functionality requirements 
established in deliverable DIP4. The results of this testing, are summarized in tables 
in section 4.1 in the following fields: 
 
 Field Type: Errors related with fields in the tool. Example:” the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters”. 
 
 Paging up and paging down on the overview screens: Errors related with the 
pagination of the tool pages and screens. Example: “The search bar is not well-
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located and not visible. It is inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user 
is redirected to an index”. 
 
 Completeness: Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: “There is no any functionality for recovering the data 
from the registration”. 
 
 Position on screen: Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: “The position of the help menu does not make any sense for the user”. 
 
 Calamities: Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work properly. 
Example: “Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’”. 
 
There haven’t distinguished the aspects that correspond to the Unit test or the 
Integration test for providing an easy reading; however the distinctions and a more 
detailed description of each of them are explained in D4.1 (D 4.1 Evaluation Plan, p. 
118 and 119).  
 
Usability testing 
This testing aims at understand how usable is the tools analyzed for the user. The 
main outcomes are summarized in tables of section 4.1. in the following fields: 
Understandability: Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: “The word ‘My home page’ is not clear 
enough”.  
 
 Operability: Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: “There is a clock or metaphor missing that indicates the 
user that he/she must wait for the processing”. 
 
 Learnability: Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping the 
user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are no indications 
showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
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Loadability Tests 
The loadability tests aim at testing whether the tools are enough stable to support 
the concurrent access of a group of users concurrently. See section 3.2 and the 
Annex for the main aspects regarding the loadability tests and the outcomes. 
 
As a communication tool between testers in the TF15 we use a Google doc. 
(http://docs.google.com/Doc?docid=0AZKdQUn8LJDBZGNiYzJqOThfNTRraGpiZHRjcA
&hl=en) that includes the tables with the access to the tool and its credentials. The 
tool used as a communication between tester and developers is Bugzilla 
(http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/). 
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3. Tests-outcomes of individual tools 
 
This section presents the summary of all the Portlets available in 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/ (Assessment, Goal Portlet, PDP, QTI 
Portlet, Evidence Overview Portlet and Competence Model Editor) and 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8081/web/guest/ (Copper Core Link Tool, LD Admin 
and SLED3). 
Table 1Tests’ outcomes from the Assessment Portlet 
Assessment Portlet IN LIFERAY 
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/home 
user: test@liferay.com 
pwd: tencompetence2009 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/buglist.cgi?query_format=specific
&order=relevance+desc&bug_status=__open__&product=Portlet-
Assessment&content= 
Test Iteration 1A 
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality 
Test 
 
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
None 
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
None 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
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Since there is a button “Select”, a button “Add” there should be 
from the interface logic a button “Edit” 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
None 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
None 
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandabilit
y 
Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
Clarify, when the user accesses to the page for setting the level 
manually, it is important to guide the user over the different 
steps. Inform the user that he/she must click over the 
competence to edit its level. 
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
The take self-assessment test functionality does not respond. 
When setting the levels manually, the level bar does not change 
according to the new level.  
Once a goal is selected and the user selects a new one, the new 
goal appears in the assessment Portlet but as 100% fulfilled. 
However, the competences are not full accomplished. 
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment. 
-  
Loadability Tests See section 3.2  
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Outcome 1 The Portlet works properly. Only some usability problems and 
missing functionalities should be solved. 
Missing relations 
with other 
tools/Portlets 
- 
 
 
 
Table 2 Test’s outcomes from the Goal Portlet 
Goal Portlet IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/home 
user: test@liferay.com 
pwd: tencompetence2009 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=Portlet-
Goal 
Test Iteration 1A 
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality Test  
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
Instead of the button “select” it should be “Select” 
The current Portlet shows “actions” but it is not clear what kind of 
actions should be shown here 
The Summary field in the editor accepts very long texts although 
the field is rather short. 
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
None 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
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uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
Since there is a button “Select”, a button “Add” there should be 
from the interface logic a button “Edit” 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
None 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
None 
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
The text “Select a goal as input for e.g. PDP. You also can add 
new/edit goals.” is confusing. Why the “e.g.”? 
The red exclamation mark should have a mouse over effect to 
explain what is wrong with this goal. 
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Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
none 
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
Not yet possible 
Loadability Tests See section 3.2  
Outcome 1 The Portlet has not yet much functionality. 
Missing relations 
with other 
tools/Portlets 
Solve integration problems with the Assessment Portlet explained 
in Table 1. 
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Table 3 Tests’ outcomes of the PDP Portlet 
PDP IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/home 
user: test@liferay.com 
pwd: tencompetence2009 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=Portlet-
PDP 
Test Iteration 1A 
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality Test Clicking on the “Preferences” in the Portlet shows the message 
“PDP is temporarily unavailable” 
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
Error2/Suggestion… 
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
Not yet possible 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
The tool has no functionality at the moment. 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
Not yet possible 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
Not yet possible 
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Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
The difference between “Configuration” and “Preferences” might 
be misleading for a user (if a normal user has these options) 
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
None 
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
Not yet possible 
Loadability Tests See section 3.2  
Outcome 1 Since the PDP Portlet only shows the goal at the moment there is 
no functionality to test. 
Missing relations 
with other 
tools/Portlets 
Integrate Learnweb with the PDP tool. When a user edits an 
activity, he/she should be able to upload the activity to fedora. A 
user could access to those activities from Learnweb.  
Relation between PDP activities and Learn&Test Environments. 
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Table 4 Tests’ outcomes from the QTI Portlet 
QTI Portlet IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/home 
user: test@liferay.com 
pwd: tencompetence2009 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=Portlet-
QTI%20Editor 
Test Iteration 1A 
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality Test  
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
None 
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
None 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
None 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
When adding a new test, the positioning and formatting of the 
Portlet is not ideal. There should be a clear separation between 
the “Edit” part, the “Feedback” part and the “Actions” part where 
all headings should be formatted the same. 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
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properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
When clicking "Select test" a 500 error appears (bug sent by mail 
to developers) 
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
There is a clickable link “Select Test” behind a bullet point and 
there is in addition a not clickable word “Select Test” below this 
link. This is confusing. 
Again, there is an “Actions” column with the word “actions” filled 
in. What should this mean to the user? 
Is the show XML part suited for end-users? 
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
Clicking “All tests” does not have any functionality 
When adding an action a session name seems to be added to the 
title of the action. This is confusing. 
Select test >> it link does not work. 
Add button: this button does not work. 
Editing a MC question: If you add more choices the information 
of the previously edited choices disappears. 
Editing a Fill in the blank: When you press over “create a 
blank” nothing occurs. 
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
When adding a feedback, the user has to calculate a score to 
which a feedback belongs. This is confusing. 
Does the user need to be acquainted with the EQF to fill out a 
simple test? 
Main Page Portlet >> Actions >> it does not seems a 
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functionality (it is not a link, or a button, it seems only text). It 
does not seems an option, when you click over the word “action” 
a delete option appears but under the “choices” 
Editing inline Choice: this question is the same that Fill in the 
blank 
Loadability Tests See section 3.2  
Outcome 1 The editor does not enable to add feedback to the questions: any 
type of the questions enable to add modal feedback. 
Outcome 1 For further development there needs to be a clearer structure in 
the Portlet and the series of action needed to produce a QTI-test 
should be clearer. At the moment the logic between the parts is 
not very clear. 
Missing Relation 
with other 
Portlets  
The QTI Editor should produce an XML file that should be 
visualized in the “Take a QTI test Portlet”, which should be 
integrated, at the same time, with the APIS engine. 
 
 
Table 5 Tests’ outcomes of the Evidence Overview Portlet 
Evidence Overview Portlet IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/home 
user: test@liferay.com 
pwd: tencompetence2009 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=Portlet-
EvidenceOverview 
Test Iteration 1A 
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality Test  
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
None 
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Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
None 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
There is missing a functionality that relates the evidence with the 
Portfolio. The user should be able to select an evidence and add it 
to the Portfolio. 
Uploading a file: When editing an evidence, a user should be able 
of uploading a document such as a title or a certificate of 
attendance to proof the evidence of having a competence. This 
functionality is not included in the Portlet. 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
None 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
Evidence Link: In the main page, when accessing to the Evidence 
Overview, the link "Evidences" does not work. 
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
When editing an evidence, there is a calendar to include the date 
of the evidence, however it isn’t enough clear what this date 
corresponds to: (1) to the date in which it is uploaded? (2) to the 
date in which it has been accomplished (the evidence). 
Suggestion: include a pop-up window when mouse over the 
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calendar explaining what it should be indicated with the calendar. 
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
Editing Evidence with not rights. When editing an evidence and 
saving it without any right for the community, when clicking over 
it again, it does not show the description.  
 
- Editing/Deleting Evidence using Actions: The delete and edit 
functionalities in the menu of actions corresponding to an 
evidence do not work. Any action occurs over the evidence.  
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
It is not clear for the user which is an evidence manager useful to. 
Suggestion: include a little summary of what is the evidence 
manager useful to. 
Loadability Tests See section 3.2  
Outcome 1 The Portlet has not yet much functionality. 
Missing Relations 
with other 
tools/Portlets 
The evidence Portlet should be related with the PDP Portlet or PDP 
tool when defining a personal development plan. 
The evidence Portlet should be related with the Portfolio Portlet. 
The Portfolio should contain the evidences of the user. 
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Table 6 Evaluation outcomes of the Competence Model Editor Portlet 
Competence Model Editor Portlet IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest/home 
user: test@liferay.com 
pwd: tencompetence2009 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=Portlet-
Evidence%20Overview  
Test Iteration 1A 
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality Test  
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
If the user creates a competence with an accent, it is allowed by 
the system but, when showing the competence in the list of 
competences of the system, the accent does not appear. 
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
When a user adds a big list of competences, all the list is shown. 
Suggestion: paginate the list of competences and change it every 
8 competences or more like that. 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
Editing the bar of levels. When editing the competence profile 
level and using the green bar for marking the level, it appears the 
description of each level when passing with the mouse over the 
bar, but, this description cannot be edited by the competence 
profile creator. 
Fix competence level. When editing a sublevel, the user can 
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choose between a set of competences that have, at maximum a 
level of 5. Should it be possible to increase or decrease the 
number of levels? 
Missing UNDO functionality. When deleting a competence 
sublevel, if you delete a competence sublevel from the list, it is 
directly suppressed without asking any question for notifying the 
user of the deletion. Once deleted, it is not possible to come back 
and recover it. 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
None 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
When editing competence profile levels it appears a bar over the 
edition box indicating the path over the edition where the user is 
located. When clicking over one of the locations in the bar, it 
appears an error (HTTP Status 500) 
When editing a profile level and the user forgets to fill in one of 
the fields, a message appears telling that Value is required, and 
the system collapses and the user cannot do anything more. 
 
If the user comes back to the previous page using the back arrow 
from the navigator and clicks again over the Profile tab in the 
Competence Model Editor, there appears a message “Competence 
Model is temporarily unavailable”. And the user is not redirected 
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to the previous page but to the main overview system. 
Suggestion: Make the system to come back to the previous page 
and not the main page. 
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
When editing a profile, there is a table indicating the profile levels 
but it is not clear what the user should do here. Suggestion: Some 
explanation about the steps that a user must follow to complete a 
learning profile should be included.  
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
When editing a profile, there is a table indicating the profile levels 
but it is always void and non-clickable. This table is only available 
when editing an existing profile but not a new profile.  
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
Some messages indicating the workflow for editing a complete 
competence profile will be helpful for the user. 
Loadability Tests See section 3.2  
Outcome 1 The Portlet includes all the functionalities for designing a complete 
Competence Profile, however, some functionality should be 
improved for next releases. 
Outcome 2 For the final integration of the Competence Model Editor Portlet, it 
is necessary to study how would be managed the competence 
profiles in the other Portlets. One possibility would be to include 
one functionality for uploading a competence profile to Fedora. In 
that way, the rest of the Portlets such as the Learning Path editor, 
could access to the Uploaded Competence Profiles. 
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Missing Relations 
with other 
tools/Portlets 
Connection with learning path editor. When creating a learning 
path, it is necessary to connect to the existing competence 
profiles with the learning path that the user is creating.  
 
Table 7 Tests’ outcomes of the LD Admin Portlet 
Copper Core LD Admin Portlet IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8081/linktool 
user: mar.perez@upf.edu 
pwd: 8Zgg33ry 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=CCRT%20
Portlet 
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=CopperCor
e%20LD%20Admin%20Portlet  
Test Iteration 3A. Solved bugs: 508-517  
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality Test  
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
None 
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
None 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
Regarding bug 512, item (2). The admin, when adding a user, 
should be able to see his/her complete name and not only his/her 
user name.  
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Regarding bug 516: Uploading a UoL to Fedora for testing if the 
Portlet validates it correctly. 
Regarding bug 517: Still trying to delete UoLs from the list. 
Include a help button explaining how to use the system. 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
None 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
None 
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
Regarding bug 513: Change Update by Update user role. 
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
None 
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
Add pop-up messages including explanation for following the 
workflow. 
Loadability Tests Not performed yet for this version. 
Outcome 1 The Tool is almost ready for use. Only some usability problems 
should be solved. 
Missing 
integration with 
other Portlets 
Still missing the integration with SLED3 (Relation with bugs 504 
and 505) 
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Table 8 Test’s outcomes of the Link Tool 
Copper Core Link Tool Portlet IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8081/web/guest 
user: mar.perez@upf.edu 
pwd: 8Zgg33ry 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/buglist.cgi?query_format=specific
&order=relevance+desc&bug_status=__open__&product=CCRT+
Portlet&content= 
Test Iteration 3A – Bugs 500-506 
Contact builder Hubert (Hubert.Vogten@ou.nl) and Jules (jules.alberts@ou.nl) 
Functionality Test  
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
-  
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
-  
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
-  
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
-  
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
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-  
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
Regarding bug 501: The link tool is too small in the screen. It is a 
matter of the Liferay portal settings. Is there any possibility of 
resizing the Portlets according to the content? 
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
Regarding 503: pending a new revision for uploading a new UoL. 
Regarding 506: Waiting for full integration with SLED3 Portlet: 
Since sled and link tool are related it should been included some 
type of notification to the user informing that, once you selected a 
UoL and a run to perform it, it should be opened in the Sled 
Portlet. Now, the UoL is opened in a new window however, Sled 
and Link tool should be integrated. 
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
None 
Loadability Tests See section 3.2  
Outcome 1 The tool works properly, but it should be tested as an integration 
of SLED3 player Portlet and LD Admin Portlet. 
Missing 
integration with 
other Portlets 
Still missing the integration with SLED3 (Relation with bugs 504 
and 505) 
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Table 9 Test’s outcomes of the SLED3 Player Portlet 
SLED3 Player Portlet IN LIFERAY  
Access to the 
tool tested 
http://tst.tencompetence.org:8081/web/guest 
user: mar.perez@upf.edu 
pwd: 8Zgg33ry 
Bug report  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=LinkTool  
http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/enter_bug.cgi?product=Portlet-
CopperCore%20Link%20Tool  
Test Iteration 1A 
Contact builder Roy (R.Cherian@bolton.ac.uk) 
Functionality Test  
Field Type Errors related with fields in the tool. Example: the login field does 
not accept accents and special characters. 
None 
Paging up and 
paging down on 
the overview 
screens 
Errors related with the pagination of the tool pages and screens. 
Example: The search bar is not well-located and not visible. It is 
inconsistence that, when clicking on “Home” the user is redirected 
to an index. 
None 
Completeness Errors related with the missing functionalities that make the tool 
uncompleted. Example: There is no any functionality for 
recovering the data from the registration. 
Still developing some of the functionalities. 
Position on 
screen 
Errors regarding the position of the elements on the screen. 
Example: the position of the help menu does not make any sense 
for the user. 
None 
Calamities Errors of the implemented functionalities that does not work 
properly. Example: Core dumped when clicking on ‘search’. 
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Still testing. 
Usability Tests Results from the usability Tests 
Understandability Errors regarding the understandability of the words, expressions 
or functionalities of the tool. Example: The word ‘My home page’ 
is not clear enough.  
Still testing. 
Operability Errors regarding the information given to the user when operating 
with the tool. Example: There is a clock or metaphor missing that 
indicates the user that he/she must wait for the processing. 
Still testing 
Learnability Errors regarding the whole comprehension of the tool for helping 
the user in learning quickly its functionality. Example: There are 
no indications showing the user where he/she is it each moment.  
Still testing 
Loadability Tests Not prepared for this release.  
Outcome 1 Still waiting for the next release. 
Missing Relations 
with other 
tools/Portlets 
The tool should be integrated with the Link Tool Portlet and the LD 
Admin Portlet. 
 
3.1. Loadability tests 
This section summarizes the main outcomes from the loadability tests of the Portlets 
in Liferay available in http://tst.tencompetence.org:8080/web/guest at 25th 
September 2009. All the tools were tested with JMeter 
(http://jakarta.apache.org/jmeter/). For each of the tool were tested basic 
functionalities using ramp test with up to 50 simultaneous users and 10 seconds 
between clicks 
for 20 minutes duration. Test is set to continue when a sample error occurs. The tool 
measures number of samples, the standard deviation, throughput, the percentage of 
detected error, etc. We analyzed graph, aggregation, and summary results recorded 
by JMeter listeners: Graph results, Spine Visualizer, Aggregate Results, Summary 
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results, View results in a Table and View Tree Results. After the testing, most of the 
links suit basic load requirements. However, some errors were detected. In the 
following, we describe the main aspects that should be improved in the available 
developments.  
Improve the links with an average response over 2 and 8 seconds: Some links have 
a response average over 2 or 8 seconds. Some of them could be due for the expired 
session. All these links should be improved in order to decrease the average 
response.  
Review the links with response code 500 (Internal Server Error): Two links have 
shown an internal server error. We recommend reviewing the links and assuring that 
they work properly in the final server. See detailed information and the solutions 
proposed by JMeter in section (Requests with 100 % error: Response Code 500: 
Internal Server Error) 
/org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/resource/LTQ5MTYyMDg1Mw==/ 
/org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/resource/LTc4NTk0MDYzMQ==/ 
 Review the links with other errors: Some links give 100% and 16% error 
response. They should be reviewed and the errors fixed.  
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4. Annex 
 
4.1. Details of the loadability tests 
Loadability Tests Main outcomes and suggestions regarding the loadability tests.  
Requests with 
average response 
time more than 2 
s 
Description 
Following links have average time more than 2 s:  
URL Average 
time (ms) 
1. / 7512 
2. /web/guest;sessionid=6A71BB17A67979D288E
D520A1CD9F8E4 
5855  
3. /org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/xmlhttp/1253887572992/icefaces-d2d.js 
3853  
4. /org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/xmlhttp/1253887572992/ice-extras.js 
7792  
5. /org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/receive-
updates 
4999  
6. /org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/block/resource/LTQ5MTYyMDg1Mw==/e
ditor/js/fckeditorcode_gecko.js 
7983  
7. /org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/dispose-
views 
5176  
8. /web/guest/home?p_p_id=58&p_p_lifecycle=1
&p_p_state=normal&p_p_mode=view&p_p_col
_id=column-
1&p_p_col_pos=2&p_p_col_count=4&saveLastP
ath=0&_58_struts_action=%2Flogin%2Flogin 
5476  
9. /web/guest 7555  
10./html/js/liferay/portlet_css.js 2975  
11./html/portal/css.jsp 2200  
12./html/themes/classic/css/main.css 2222  
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13.org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/block/resource/LTQ5MTYyMDg1Mw==/e
ditor/fckeditor.html 
2415  
14./language/en_US/hide/ 7809  
15./language/en_US/show/ 3263  
16./language/en_US/warning-your-session-has-
expired/ 
6251  
17./language/en_US/extend/ 6270  
18./language/en_US/save/ 6835  
19./html/themes/classic/images/common/add.png 6669  
20./org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/images/components/actionsmenu/delete
.png 
5255  
21./org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/ping 7153  
 
Details: 
 
Some errors could be results from the expired session (see 
Aggregate Report table): 
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Summary Report 
 
Suggestion: Code could be improved. 
 
Requests with 
average response 
time more than 8 
s 
Description 
Following links have average time more than 8 s: 
URL Averag
e time 
(ms) 
1. /html/js/barebone.jsp 18162 
2. /org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/receive-
updated-views 
8961  
3. /c 8416  
4. /safebrowsing/downloads?client=navclient-auto-
ffox&appver=3.0.9&pver=2.2&wrkey=AKEgNiuIxS
_B_7tapp2kFrF8Sz9Kg1VZLkebVtQOupW521Tw-
21081  
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Vsb2n7xElA_XG67v0hOQygy5N1BK25uYABs32spP
q2tgSMrcw== 
5. /safebrowsing/rd/goog-malware-shavar_s_15476-
15480.15476-15480.: 
21086  
6. /safebrowsing/rd/goog-malware-shavar_a_14601-
14605.14601-14605.: 
21121  
7. /safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46926-
46930.46926-46930.: 
21152  
8. /safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46936-
46940.46936-46940.: 
21106  
9. /safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46956-
46960.46956-46960.: 
21087  
10./safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46961-
47000.46961-46999.: 
21090  
11./safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_47021-
47030.47021-47030.: 
21080  
12./safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_47036-
47040.47036-47040.: 
21117  
13./safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_47041-
47200.47041-47136,47138-47200.: 
21139  
14.safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_65121-
65280.65121-65214,65216-65219,65221-
65233,65235-65237,65239-65247,65249-65280.: 
21130  
15./safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_65281-
65440.65281-65339,65341-65347,65349-
65351,65353-65440.: 
21071  
16./safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_65441-
65600.65441-65463,65465-65466,65468,65470-
65487,65489-65559,65561,65563-65600.: 
21083  
17./safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_68391-
68400.68391-68394.68395-68400: 
21057  
18./web/guest/home 170176  
19./language/en_US/add-page 9858  
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20./html/themes/classic/images/arrows/01_left.png 9036  
21./html/js/everything.jsp 16327  
22./org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/send-receive-
updates 
10208  
 
Details: 
 
Some errors could be results from the expired session (see 
Aggregate Report table): 
 
 
Average Response Time data in Summary Report 
 
Suggestion: Code should be improved. 
Requests with 
100 % error  
Response Code 
Description 
Following links generated requests with 100 % error response 
code 500 (Internal Server Error ) : 
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500: Internal 
Server Error 
/org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/block/resource/LTQ5MTYyMDg1Mw==/ 
 
/org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/block/resource/LTc4NTk0MDYzMQ==/ 
 
Details: 
 
/org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/block/resource/LTQ5MTYyMDg1Mw==/ 
 
 
Basic information 
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Response data in html format 
 
/org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/block/resource/LTc4NTk0MDYzMQ==/ 
 
Basic information: 
 
Thread Name: Thread Group 1-10 
Sample Start: 2009-09-25 18:01:09 EEST 
Load time: 414 
Latency: 414 
Size in bytes: 1657 
Sample Count: 1 
Error Count: 1 
Response code: 500 
Response message: Internal Server Error 
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Suggestion:  
 
A possible solution, proposed by JMeter is: 
 
/org.tencompetence.all-
portlet/block/resource/LTQ5MTYyMDg1Mw==/ 
 
 
Requests with 
100 % error  
 
Description 
Following links generated requests with 100 % error: 
/safebrowsing/downloads?client=navclient-auto-
ffox&appver=3.0.9&pver=2.2&wrkey=AKEgNiuIxS_B_7tapp2kFrF
8Sz9Kg1VZLkebVtQOupW521Tw-
Vsb2n7xElA_XG67v0hOQygy5N1BK25uYABs32spPq2tgSMrcw== 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-malware-shavar_s_15476-15480.15476-
15480.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-malware-shavar_a_14601-14605.14601-
14605.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_47001-47010.47001-
47010.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_65121-65280.65121-
65214,65216-65219,65221-65233,65235-65237,65239-
65247,65249-65280.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_65281-65440.65281-
65339,65341-65347,65349-65351,65353-65440.: 
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/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_65441-65600.65441-
65463,65465-65466,65468,65470-65487,65489-
65559,65561,65563-65600.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_a_68391-68400.68391-
68394.68395-68400: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46936-46940.46936-
46940.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46926-46930.46926-
46930.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46956-46960.46956-
46960.: 
 
/safebrowsing/rd/goog-phish-shavar_s_46961-47000.46961-
46999.: 
 
Details: 
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Basic information 
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Response data in html format 
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java.net.ConnectException: Connection timed out: connect at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.socketConnect(Native Method) at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.doConnect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.connectToAddress(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.connect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.SocksSocketImpl.connect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.Socket.connect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.Socket.connect(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.NetworkClient.doConnect(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.openServer(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.openServer(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.New(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.New(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.getNewHttpClient(
Unknown Source) at 
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sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.plainConnect(Unkn
own Source) at 
sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.connect(Unknown 
Source) at 
org.apache.jmeter.protocol.http.sampler.HTTPSampler.sample(HT
TPSampler.java:431) at 
org.apache.jmeter.protocol.http.sampler.HTTPSamplerBase.sampl
e(HTTPSamplerBase.java:1021) at 
org.apache.jmeter.protocol.http.sampler.HTTPSamplerBase.sampl
e(HTTPSamplerBase.java:1007) at 
org.apache.jmeter.threads.JMeterThread.run(JMeterThread.java:2
90) at java.lang.Thread.run(Unknown Source)  
 
 
Response data in xml format 
 
Suggestion: Requests with error should be fixed. 
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 Description 
Following link generated requests with response code 500 with 16 
% error: 
 
/html/js/everything.jsp 
 
Details: 
 
 
Basic Information 
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Response data 
 
<html><head><title>Apache Tomcat/6.0.18 - Error 
report</title><style><!--H1 {font-family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-
serif;color:white;background-color:#525D76;font-size:22px;} H2 
{font-family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-serif;color:white;background-
color:#525D76;font-size:16px;} H3 {font-
family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-serif;color:white;background-
color:#525D76;font-size:14px;} BODY {font-
family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-serif;color:black;background-
color:white;} B {font-family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-
serif;color:white;background-color:#525D76;} P {font-
family:Tahoma,Arial,sans-
serif;background:white;color:black;font-size:12px;}A {color : 
black;}A.name {color : black;}HR {color : #525D76;}--
></style> </head><body><h1>HTTP Status 500 - </h1><HR 
size="1" noshade="noshade"><p><b>type</b> Exception 
report</p><p><b>message</b> 
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<u></u></p><p><b>description</b> <u>The server 
encountered an internal error () that prevented it from fulfilling 
this request.</u></p><p><b>exception</b> 
<pre>javax.servlet.ServletException: Filter execution threw an 
exception 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.processFilter(Ba
seFilter.java:154) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.doFilter(BaseFilt
er.java:94) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.processFilter(Ba
seFilter.java:154) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.doFilter(BaseFilt
er.java:94) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.processFilter(Ba
seFilter.java:154) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.doFilter(BaseFilt
er.java:94) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.processFilter(Ba
seFilter.java:154) 
 com.liferay.portal.sharepoint.SharepointFilter.processFilter(
SharepointFilter.java:193) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.doFilter(BaseFilt
er.java:91) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.processFilter(Ba
seFilter.java:154) 
 com.liferay.portal.servlet.filters.virtualhost.VirtualHostFilter
.doFilter(VirtualHostFilter.java:148) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.processFilter(Ba
seFilter.java:154) 
 com.liferay.portal.servlet.filters.threadlocalcache.ThreadLo
calCacheFilter.processFilter(ThreadLocalCacheFilter.java:55) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.doFilter(BaseFilt
er.java:91) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.processFilter(Ba
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seFilter.java:154) 
 com.liferay.portal.kernel.servlet.BaseFilter.doFilter(BaseFilt
er.java:94) 
 org.tuckey.web.filters.urlrewrite.UrlRewriteFilter.doFilter(Ur
lRewriteFilter.java:738) 
</pre></p><p><b>root cause</b> 
<pre>java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space 
</pre></p><p><b>note</b> <u>The full stack trace of the 
root cause is available in the Apache Tomcat/6.0.18 
logs.</u></p><HR size="1" noshade="noshade"><h3>Apache 
Tomcat/6.0.18</h3></body></html> 
 
Suggestion: A possible solution, proposed by JMeter is: 
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 Description 
Following link generated requests with response code 500 with 
26,67 % error : 
 
/web/guest/home 
 
Details: 
 
 
Basic data 
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Response data in html format 
 
 
 
Suggestion: A possible solution, proposed by JMeter is: 
 
 Description 
 
Following link generated requests with response code 500 with 
7.20 % error: 
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/html/js/barebone.jsp 
 
 
 
 
Details: 
 
 
Basic information 
 
Suggestion: A possible solution, proposed by JMeter is: 
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 Description 
Following link generated requests with response code 500 with 
0.07 % error: 
 
/org.tencompetence.all-portlet/block/send-receive-updates 
 
 
 
 
 
Details: 
 
Basic information 
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Response data in html format 
Suggestion: A possible solution, proposed by JMeter is: 
 
 
 
 Description 
Following link generated requests with 100 % error: 
 
/safebrowsing/downloads?client=navclient-auto-
ffox&appver=3.0.9&pver=2.2&wrkey=AKEgNiuIxS_B_7tapp2kFrF
8Sz9Kg1VZLkebVtQOupW521Tw-
Vsb2n7xElA_XG67v0hOQygy5N1BK25uYABs32spPq2tgSMrcw== 
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Details: 
 
 
Basic information 
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Response data 
 
java.net.ConnectException: Connection timed out: connect at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.socketConnect(Native Method) at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.doConnect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.connectToAddress(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.PlainSocketImpl.connect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.SocksSocketImpl.connect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.Socket.connect(Unknown Source) at 
java.net.Socket.connect(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.NetworkClient.doConnect(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.openServer(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.openServer(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.New(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient.New(Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.getNewHttpClient(
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Unknown Source) at 
sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.plainConnect(Unkn
own Source) at 
sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.connect(Unknown 
Source) at 
org.apache.jmeter.protocol.http.sampler.HTTPSampler.sample(HT
TPSampler.java:431) at 
org.apache.jmeter.protocol.http.sampler.HTTPSamplerBase.sampl
e(HTTPSamplerBase.java:1021) at 
org.apache.jmeter.protocol.http.sampler.HTTPSamplerBase.sampl
e(HTTPSamplerBase.java:1007) at 
org.apache.jmeter.threads.JMeterThread.run(JMeterThread.java:2
90) at java.lang.Thread.run(Unknown Source)  
 
 
 
Response data in xml format 
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View Results in 
Table Report, 
 
View Results 
Tree Report 
Other links suit basic load test requirements. 
 
 
 
 
 
View Results in Table 
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View Results Tree 
 
 
